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Rationale.—. We move today in times of change and strain. This is
no less true in the supposedly serene halls of hi^er learning than in the
multitudinous shifting of world affairs. However, too many American iini-
versities appear to be very much apart from these affairs. It seems im¬
possible that colleges and universities, on their part, cannot hear the
spreading call for service and for change that come from the society and
the world from which they are apart. Modem graduates, from the colleges
and universities, must be alert and sensitive to the pressing need of our
times j they must be prepared to respond to in^jortant calls for sei^ce
from outside the university—^in doing so th^ must seek to bring to current
issues the force of that kind of intellectual competence and candor which
is most peculiarly the product of the \jniversity.
Therefore, because of the hei^tened emphasis some express about im¬
proving higher education, it is a necessary concern of the tiniversities to
lead students to a better appreciation of the need for an intimate relation¬
ship between man and societal problems j this can on3y occur throxigh a
changed curriculum, with the consequent concomit^t effort to improve the
quality of instruction.
The problem is not confined to teaching, but it extends to research.
Unless there is developed adequate understandir^ and adequate support for
1
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more university research educational problems viill get out of hand. Ifai-
versities need to reconsider their roles and ftinctions in tenns of the new
kinds of demands which the post-mid-twentieth society demands. It now
appears quite likely that the University’s piirposes must, and should change,
with the new kinds of demands urban industrial scientific societies m^e of
its citizens.
Issues growing out of social class, ethnic-group conflicts, contradic¬
tory values, backgrounds of poor living conditions, conflicting notions of
democracy, charging social conditions—all of these a3?e reflected in our
universities. Within this context the administrative staff is faced with
iMcessity for broadening their conception of the role and function of edu¬
cation in a society idiich is characterized by rapid change,^
Instructors also have certain basic assumptions about the social
function of an institution which affect their selection of cuiriculum con¬
tent and methods, although these assun5)tions may not be put in words.
Teachers who believe that education should help individuals perform the
social acts demanded by society will be different from those who advocate
that education should promote cultivation of intellectual virtues through
the stuc^ of the traditional subjects.^
Is attrition a major problem of graduate study, wasting human and
institutional resources? There are those who think so. President Vhd-ght
1 -
Paul J, Misner, '‘School Community Coojjeration," The Nation's Schools,
(January, 195», p. 59.
J, Quillen and L. Hanna, Education for Social Conpetence (Chicago:
Scott-Foresman and Company, 19i|.8),
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speaks of the inordinately high rate of “drop-outs” in gradviate school
and concludes that we can save a very considerable number of those who
now drop out and leave certain institutions to go to other institutions
\rtio can fulfill their needs
Sir Hugh Taylor, while graduate dean at Princeton, waged a private
war on the problem of attrition, he stated that:
If the graduate schools of the country would solve this
problem of attrition, if we could determine whether (and if
so, how) the proportion of successful candidates can be
increased, we could raise substantially the output of the
graduate schools of the coTintry without increased enroll¬
ment or additional expenditures for faculty and facilities.
The schools owe it to themselves and to those vdio provide
for their support, financially so expensive, to make a
thorough examination of conscience in this matter,,,,2
The first and obvious question is: “How much attrition is there?”
Given the coirplexities of graduate education, the term itself is
exceedingly difficult to define, but here are the estimates of the deans
of certain institutions:^
Median institution
About what percentage of the
students who entered graduate
school in fall of 1950 have re¬
ceived degrees since then? 60 - 65^
Of the students ^dio start work
toward a Masters degree at an insti¬
tution, about idiat percentage
never finish? 35 - h0%
According to these eslimates, then, attrition at the graduate level
Berelscm, Graduate Educatd.on in the United States (New York:






is about UO^. VIhen compared witii the undergraduate levels the attrition
rate is not high. But the matter is perhaps more serious for the
graduate school because its selection is supposed to be better; its
types of education is much more expensive; and its drop-outs stay
around longer than the \mdergraduate drop-outs, half of idiom leave in
the first year or even the first semester,^
In sum, then, the issue of attrition does not seem to be as in^iortant
as it is often made out to be. Considering: (1) the need for graduate
students; (2) the lower economic returns of the graduate degree; (3) the
difficulties in selectii^ the proper students; (U) the desirability of
giving some students the opportunity to try themselves in tiie program;
and (5) the in^ionderable of the masters degree (no research training or
thesis required in some schools)--in the end, attrition may be one of the
costs of a rapidly eiqianding system,^
For a long time educators have been aware of the principal factors
which govern the retention, transfer, and withdrawal of students, but no
systematic and comprehensive analysis has heretofore been made to show
the impact of these factors in combination. Casualties usually do not
occur solely because of poor admissions policy, an uuisuitable curriculum,
inadequate counseling, indifferent instruction, or poor physical facilities.
Neither is the failure of students usually due, alone, to low scholastic
aptitude, lack of individual and family motivation, or insufficient funds




management of this complex of interacting factors.^
Nevertheless, despite cogent explanations for student mortality,
the facts are quite alanning and all educators should agree to inQ)roving
student retention. The first obvious step is to stu<fy the amount of
attrition and the reasons for idiis study loss. Mai^y colleges and
universities, stimulated by the recent nationwide study by the United
States Office of Education, are considering such institutional values,^
The Self-Study has been one of the more prominent post-war fashions
in American higher education', reflecting, no doubt, a keen awareness
that institutions must change with times or fail in their mission and
responsibilities,
Both school administrators and the lay public are concerned with the
improvement of the holding power of the college and university. It is
believed, therefore, that scientific studies in this area are of great
educational and social value at this time.
Evolution of the Problem,—Atlanta University, a non-sectairian
institution began its gradua'be school in 1929. Since its inception as
a graduate school, a period of over -thirty years, a large number of
indi-viduals have matriculated for degrees and/or taken courses in the
School of Education, but later withdrawn from the institution. Examination
of the various summaries of enrollments such as contained in the 1959-1960,
I96O-I96I catalogues indicates enrollments of 1*29 and 5o5 respectively in
the School of Education for the regular sessions. The average rate of
^Robert £, Iffert, Retention and Wj-tJidrawal of College Students
(Washington: U,S, Government tllnting Office, l95V; p. iii,
p
Richard Axen, ••Drop-Out,” Current Issues in Higher Education, (March,
1956), p, 103.
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U0-60 students vho graduate each year -with degrees in Education indicates
that less than one-fourth of those regularly participating in the School
of Education's program go on.
It is believed that during the period of existence, in the School of
Education, at least U,000 individuals may have failed to continue and
receive degrees. While some of these individuals undoubtedly may still
be desirous of c(Mpleting degree requirements, certain others have no
doubt left Atlanta Itaiversity for other schools.
The writer, having worked in the Atlanta University Registrar's Office
and observing the institution as a student is desirous of attempting to
answer the quesIdLon as to \rtiy these students withdraw from the Atlanta
University School of Education to attend other colleges or universities.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem of this study was that of
identifying and analyzing certain of the factors which appear to be in¬
volved in students withdrawing from the Atlanta University School of
Education and subsequent transfer to other institutions.
Purposes of the Stu(^.—The basic purpose of this research has been
that of identifying certain factors liiich appear to be associated with
withdrawals from the Atlanta University School of Education. More
specifically, the present study has as its major pui^sesj (1) to develop
an over-all "image" and/or an attitudinal correlate of factors which appear
to be related to withdrawals; arwi (2) an analysis of the inter-relationships
between these factors for the purpose of identiJ^ng response patterns
^diich exist among the withdrawees. For purposes of this research, an effort
was made to ascertain answers to the following questions:
1. What niunber and per cent of withdrawees enrolled in other
7
Tuiiversities for liie purpose of further study?
2, Vlhat were the alleged reasons for the withdrawees to come to
Atlanta University?
3. Vftiat was the (grade average) and/or average number of ci^dit
hours taken at Atlanta University before transferring to another
insiAtutLon?li.What was the degree of satisfaction with availability of courses
and facilities for training in the major field?
5. Vftiat was the degree of satisfaction with ability of instructors
to set forth clear-cut and interesting course objectives?
6. What were the student reactions to university facilities and
services?
7. What was the degree of satisfaction in achieving their academic
needs while at Atlanta University?
8. What was the degree of satisfaction in achieving iheir occupa¬
tional needs idiile at Atlanta University?
9. What was the degree of satisfaction with satisf^ng “traditional”
graduate needs idiile at Atlanta Univer^ty?
10. What was the degree of satisfaction of their personal needs vftiile
at Atlanta University?
11. What was the degree of satisfaction of social service reasons
for ccaning to Atlanta University?
12. What was the degree of satisfaction with the Atlanta University
ejqierience?
13. What criticisms or gripes do they have about Atlanta University?
Definition of Terms.—The more significant terms, for the purpose
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of clarity, have been used throughout this study are characterized
in the separate statements to follow:
'•Attitude'*,—according to Good includes a state of mental and
emotional readiness to react to any educationally significant
situation in a manner that gives first place to the interests
of society and the teaching profession, that demonstrates
appreciation of the situation's educational iii5)licationa,
and that indicates ability and desire to cooperate with
others toward the solution of the problem involved,^
"Student Mortality",--the failure of students to remain in
Atlanta Iftiiversity until graduation,
"\fi.thdrawal",—refers to any student who has had a transcript
sent to another institution and has not attended Atlanta
Ihiiversity since that time,
Limitationa of the Study,—The following are recognized limitations
but do not lessen the need, desirability, and in^jortance for seeking
"facts of opinions'' in Ihe area of Opinion Research:
1, Opinions may be ten^jorary and changeable and subject to
rationalization and deception,^
2, The size and representativeness of the group laymen used,
3, The ability and willingness of the subjects to respond to
the instrument.
Period of the Study,—This study was carried out during the school
^"Carter V, Good," Dictionary of Education, 37*
H, Remmer, Introduction to Opinion and Attitude Measurement
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 195U}*
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year 1961-1962.
Method of Research.—The Descriptive Survey Method of Research,
utilizing the special techniques of the opinionnaire and transcript request;
was used to gather necessarys4ata for the con^jletion of this study. This
method of research was used because it enabled the researcher to seek answers
to questions regarding the real facts concerning existii^ conditions.
Description of Materials.—In order to obtain data necessary for the
con^letion of this study, an opinionnaire was constructed containing forty-
nine questions and/or items. These were designed to get the opinions
regarding the effect of the Iftiiversity’s School of Education on students
who register in it. The opinionnaire was a modified form of the "Study of
Retention and Withdrawal" (a seid.es of reports titled: "Retention and
VH.thdrawal of College Students") which has been widely used by the United
States Office of Education.^
The results of the successful use of the questionnaire have been
epitomized in a book, "What People Ihink About Their Schools."*
Seventeen items in the questionnaire were designed to get the reason
of students for coming to Atlanta University who later transferred to
another institution. Twenty-two items sought reactions to Atlanta Uni¬
versity experiences, vhile nine items sought their reason for transfer from
Atlanta University. In an atten^t to capitalize on the criticism of the
group, the following question was asked, "What criticisms do you have about
j^
Iffert, op. cit., pp. 13U-1U5*
Harold C. Hand, What People Think About Their Schools (New York:
World Book Company, 19Ub).
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Atlanta University?” Although airple space was provided after each set of
questions for “write-in" reasons.
Desc3rf.ption of Subjects.— Twenty-five subjects are included in this
research who are now residing in Alabama^ Arkansas, California, Georgia,
Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, and Texas. From this geographic cross-
section, each had at one time transferred from Atlanta University to insti-
tuld-ons in locales where their needs could be fulfilled.
The group of twenty-five individuals was composed of nine men and
sixteen women. Twenty-four of these persons have taken at least six semes¬
ter hours at their second chosen institution. The remainding individual
has completed Idle Master of Arts degree work from an institution of his
choice.
The average number of hours which were taken by these twenty-five sub¬
jects was fifteen semester hours at Atlanta University; 30 per cent of these
individuals received A’s; 62 per cent received B'sj 06 per cent received
G‘sj and 02 per cent received D’s.
Procedural Steps.— The data were gathered, organized and analyzed
through the following steps:
1, Permission was granted to conduct this study ly the Registrar's
Office.
2, The literature related to this stuc^ was reviewed, suraraaiized,
and is presented in the thesis under the proper captions.
3, Coiri.es of the opinionnaire were sent to 103 transferrees of
Atlanta University's Scdiool of Education,
U. Responses of items were tabulated and classified into groups,
5, Tables were constructed for each group of questions, designating
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the level of importance in separate columns, showing the number
of each problem checked on the opiixionnaire*
6. Tables were constructed for each of the areas to include nine
types of responses, that is, there are numbers for responses
to each problem according to;
a. Ihings about coming to Atlanta University and transferring
which were of great importance
b. Things about coming to Atlanta University and transferring
idiich were of moderate in^^ortance
c. Things about coming to Atlanta University and transfeiring
idiich were of slight importance
d. Ihings about ccaning to Atlanta University and transferring
which were of no importance or did not apply
e. Things about Atlanta University's experiences tdiich were
very satisfactory
f. Things about Atlanta University's experiences which were
fairly satisfactory
g. Things about Atlanta University's experiences lidiich were
somewhat satisfactory
h* Things about Atlanta University's expexlences vrtiich were
very unsatisfactory
i* Things about Atlanta University's experiences id;ich had no
application to them, or no opinion
7, A Chi Square analysis was made in order to show the relationship
of all items in each of the sectional classifications of Part I
on the questionnaire.
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8. An attempt was made to identify axty probable iiiQ>lications to be
derived frcmi the analysis and interpretation of data.
Contribution to Educational Thought.— Statistical polling of opinions
and attitudes of withdrawals can serve as a basis for additions, alterations,
and deletions in the University's curricvilxaa, facilitates the acqtiisition
of satisfactory experiences, both intellectual and vocational by most of Idle
matriculants. These acquisitions would periiaps further inprove the persist¬
ence of students enrolled in Atlanta University's School of Education.
Therefore, this study can be of value to Atlanta University's School of
Education in meeting Ihe needs of the students who express a desire to
obtain Idie masters degree.
Possible advantages of identifying these factors may be explicated in
this study, so that a more effective program may be planned to deal with
the problem.
Atlanta University's School of Education is imdoubtedly one of the
stronger schools in the University. Although it has real strength in mary
areas there is perhaps good potential for development in others. As a
result of the self-study in one problem area, it is believed that the School
has a much clearer perception of idiat steps are necessary to develop a truly
great School and the priority order in which its numerous pressing needs
should be met.
Survey of literature.— The related literature for this research, as
summarized and organized for inclusion in the final "thesis-copy, is pre¬
sented below under the captions as found in the literature, "drop-outs,"
and "withdrawals."
Most of the studies in this area have been concerned with the problem
13
of the "holding power" of the school and measures to be taken to increase
this "holding-power." The literature is so copious and well kxiown that it
need not be documented, as it is now in the general realm of educational
thought. In the main, the studies revealed that drop-outs as a whole do
not vaiy in reasons for withdrawing from school; the many reasons given in
all of the studies may be found in the enumeration ^diich follows:
1, Low scholarship




6. Lack of interest in studies
7. Desire to be neara: home
Much is being done in the direction of gaining understanding of the
"drop-out problem," Efforts tend to concentrate on considering the student
himself—^his ambitions, attitudes, and problems,^
Many research workers, challenged by the fact that approximately $0
per cent of the college and university first-year students do not graduate
frcrni the institution they enter has brought about several studies which are
2
relative to this research,
DePauw University followed a carefully planned procedure for identifying
1
Robert E. Iffert, "What Ought Colleges and Universities Do about
Student Mortality?" Current Issues in Higher Education, (March, 195U), 170,
Archibald Macintosh, Behind the Academic Cuidain (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 19U8), p, 68,
lU
causes for the withdrawal of every student. This enabled university
officials to compile exact statistics concenxLng the cattses of student
withdrawals; and an exit-interview plan partially lowered withdrawals
idiere reasons therefore have not been particularly valid or pressing. It
was significant, for exaii5)le, to note that low scholarship, change in
curricular interests, poor finances, the desire to be nearer home, and
marriage account for by far the bulk of all withdrawals at DePauw Uni¬
versity, as elsewhere. It is difficult to state just idiat connection the
DePauw withdrawal procedure study may have with the reduction of student
mortality, but the feeling exists that mortality is kept at a rainiiraim by
the plan as well as by other factors such as student advisir^, semi-
individualized instruction, and other advantages of the smaller private
institutions
A study that was conducted cooperatively by the United States Office
of Education and the American Association of Collegiate Hegistrars and
Admissions Officers had among its purposes the determination of some of
the following facts: how high student mortality is, and the degree to
which mortality is related to observable conditions in colleges and uni-
2
versities.
This stuc^ shows promise of attaining objective reporting by the stu¬
dents concemir^ their reactions to college e^qperiences through the
assurance of confidential treatment,^ From the completed research, there
Edgar C, Cumings, “Causes of Student Withdrawals at DePauw University,”
School and Society, LXX (September 3, 19U9), l52,
%ffert, loc, cit,
^Ibid,
was a tendency for student dropouts to be most critical of service and
facilities in colleges and universities idiat relate to factors involving
personal adjustments.^ There is evidence that student dropouts are
influenced by the feeling that th^ are not getting idiat they expect from
their educational pursuits; they do not think that they have failed.
These findings might suggest thiat institutions of higher education need to
recognize these variabilities and clearly define liie purposes of the
institution so that they may attract and hold students of kindred minds.^
Student withdrawal has for years been one of the persistent problems
confronting colleges and imiversities. In a study made by McNeely, it was
found that out of every 1000 students vdio entered publicly controlled
colleges, $13 graduated. This meant that li87 students, or U8.7 per cent
withdrew from the inslitutions of higher education represented in the
investigation prior to completing the requirements for graduation.^
Snyder studied the reasons of drop-outs among students from Los
Angeles City College. It was found that work appears to be the paramount
reason for discontinuance of college courses-U6 per cent. Illness was
responsible for the next highest percentage of withdrawals, lU per cent.^
It would seem that those who put themselves on record as being disinterested,
wishing to enter another schodl or who believe that they are taking the
^ffert. Retention and Withdrawal of College Students, loe« ci^
^Iffert, loc. cit.
3
John H. McNeely, College Student Mortality, (Washington: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 193?» No. ll), p. b.
li
Louise M^ Snyder, '•Why Do They Leave?" Journal of Higher Education,
XI (January, 19h0), 26,
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wong course could have been retained through a better counseling service.
Probably the most significant findings in Siyder's study uere in respect
to the differing academic abilities of the two groups (withdrawal and
college groups). The withdrawal gro^jp consistently showed inferior ability
as measured by the Thurstone Psychological Examination and the Iowa Silent
Reading Examination.^ Thus it would appear that those tAio leave before
the end of the semester have less aptitude for college or vtniversity work
'Uian those tdio remain.
Some constnictive measures for reducing student mortality should
include better faculty-student relationships, ^diich ought to result in the
adjustn^nt of students needing reassignment to a proper cxirriculum.
According to the Atlanta University Bulletin:
...the school of Education arranges for informal gatherings
of staff and students for the purpose of maintaining
friendly and cooperative relationships,2
The writer believes that Atlanta University's School of Education has
fallen short in its interpretation of the above statement in regards to
the welfare and "holding power" of students enrolled in the School, There¬
fore, the practically of the statement has not within the past two years




The Atlanta Itaiversity Bulletin (Atlanta: Atlanta University Publi-
cation, 1961-1962), pp. l2$-126.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALISIS OF DATA
Introduction«—The major purpose of this Study was to structure some
rationale for withdrawals from the Atlanta Ifeiversil^^'s School of Education,
in those specific instances where such withdrawees continued their academic
and/or professional pursuits* This chapter presents, analyzes, and
interprets the data derived from tiie questionnaire iised to collect the
data* (See Appendix, page 61;)*
Source and Processing of the Data
The instrument used in this study was especially designed to secure
the opinions of students who withdrew from the Atlanta University School
of Education and later attended another, or other, graduate institution*
The study sought to ascertain whether the effectiveness of the School of
Education was a factor in such withdrawal*
Analysis of the official files of the Atlanta Ihiiversity Registrar's
Office revealed that, at one time or another, a total of ll;7 individuals,
previously registered in the School of Education, had requested that
transcripts be sent to another institution. These lU? individuals became
a potential universe for the stu<^*
A letter was then addressed and sent to each of the schools to which
the lU? individuals had requested transcripts be sent (see Appendix, p*6l4 ),
A total of 56 schools were involved, and of these 56 school, U5 responded
to the letter of inquiry as to whether the individ\uil(s) had actually
3-7
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enrolled ini the other institution. Out of the total lli? individuals idio
had requested transcripts be sent to another institution, only 103
individtials '•followed-through” in finally transferaring to such institu-
tdonCs),
Therefore, 103 opinionnaires were forwarded to each of these individuals
within a 10 day period following the first mailing, and a second "follow¬
up'* was mailed within the next, or subsequent week. Of the 103 copies of
the opinionnaire originally mailed only 2$ usable fonns were returned.
Hence, lack of representativeness in the data is to be expected based on the
fact that less than one-fourth of the potential universe participated in
the study.
In an effort to ascertain the relationship between motivation and
performance, the opiniormaire provided opportunity for the respondents to
rate reasons they had originally for corning to Atlanta University—a total
of 17 possible reasons were offered (see Appendix, p,6U), This section of
the opinionnaire also afforded the withdrawees an opportxinity to indicate
their dominating interest and/or motivation at the time of decision to come
to Atlanta University and also at the later time of respondir^ to the form.
Hence, withdrawees had opportunity to place their motivations and/or interests
in a time-span.
The 17 reasons for deciding to come to Atlanta University were classi¬
fied under 5 headings: (1) Academic, (2) Occupational, (3) Personal-Self,
(U) Social Service, and (5) Traditional. Four of the items were considered
to be sufficiently overlapping to be included in three classifications for
scoring purposes. The arrangement of the reasons under the classifications
is shown on the next page.
19(l)Academic Reasons
$• I had a compelling interest in one particular area
of education uhich I wanted to specialize, namely:
11* I had serious intellectual curiosities idiich only
graduate study could satisfy
16, I enjoyed studying and wanted to continue academic
work (2)Occupational Reasons
1* I felt a gradiiate degree was necessary for the kine of
work I wanted to do
6* I wanted to prepare myself for a better paying job
than I would otherwise be able to get
12. I felt I could live an easier life if I had a
graduate educatn.on
13* I felt graduate acquaintances and contacts would
prove advantageous in finding a position after
graduation (3)Personal-Self Reasons
2, I thought that graduate life woiuld help me to
develop socially
U* Most of my friends were going to graduate school
8, I hoped to make many new friends in graduate school
10, The persons I respected imjst in my community had gone
to graduate school
12* I felt I could live an easier life if I had a graduate
education
lU* I thought a graduate education would enable me to be
more influential in community affairs
l5* I thought that graduate school would be a good place
to meet the type of person I’d like to marry
20
(U) Social Service Reasons
7* I hoped to acquire some qualifications for leadership
in civic affairs
lU» I thought a graduate education would enable me to be
more influential in coirnmuxLt^ affairs
(5) Traditional Reasons
3* Viy parents insisted on ray going to graduate school
U* Most of my friends were going to graduate school
9. It had always been e^qjected that I wotild go to
graduate school
10, The persons I respected most in my community had
gone to graduate school
17, In ny family young people had always gone to
graduate school
The instructions for recording ratings are reproduced immediately below,
and are for the convenience of the reader in interpretation of Uie tables,
A, Reasons for Coming to Atlanta University
Some of the reasons students give for going to a university are listed
below. Looking back to liie period before you entered Atlanta University,
show the relative degree of iii5)ortance each of ttie reasons listed below had
in influencing your decision to attend Atlanta University, After each
statement write the appropriate code sysmbol in Column A, Some find it
easier to go through the statements and mark all of the O's first, then the
l*s, and so on. Do it the way it is easiest for you.
Degree or Level of Iitqportance
Try to record your reactions, not according to what you con^der now
to be “good” reasons, but according to what you feel were your reasons at
the time you decided to come to Atlanta University, Add any you wish.
You will find instructions for Column B vdien you come to the end of the
Code
section
Of no importance, or does not apply
Of slight importance
21
Of moderate importance (2)
Of great importance (3)
REASONS Code Symbol
Column A Column B
1. I felt a graduate degree was necessary for the
kind of work I wanted to do
(See Appendix, page for the con?)lete list)
Instructions for use of Coltann B
Please go back over the reasons and write the code niimber 0, 1, 2, or 3,
to show how you now rate the ingwrtance of each reason as a motive for going
to graduate school.
Hypothetically, it is observed tiiat there is usually a difference
between sexes as to rating patterns. But at this level, there showed among
the groups no significant differences because of sex. Men and women placed
a higher mean rating on academic, occupational, social service, traditional,
and personal-self as first, second, third, fovirth and fifth in inqjortance
(althoi:^ the mean rating for women for academic and occupational reasons
was highest among this sex.)
Reasons for Coming to Atlanta University
Academic: Table 1, page 23, contains data on the academic reasons
respondents gave for coming to Atlanta University, Of the three reasons in
the academic group, a compelling interest in one area of Education was ranked
first 21(U5*7 pez* cent) by students of both sex. £n;joyment of stiu^ and
desire to continue academic work second l5(32,6 per cent) and intellectual
curiosity of the students, ranked third 10(21.7 per cent.)
It appears warranted to conclude, Uierefore, that in-so-far as
academic reasons are concerned for deciding to attend Atlanta University's
School of Education, a little less than one-half of these respondents had
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a cong)elling interest in a particular area of education, or were motivated
by such interest to pursue graduate studies at this institution. Likewise
"intellectual cuzdosity" and enjoyment of stu<fy appeared to be somewhat
insignificant factors in such decision to come to Atlanta University.
'Die nature of the academic program appears to be of considerable
importance in view of the continuous and repeated efforts of ttie adminis¬
tration and faculty of the School of Education to revise, contin\xally
review and evaluate, the curricvilum of the School to meet the needs,
interests, and desires of the clientele. At idiatever level this is accom¬
plished, it appears, on the basis of the data derived from these respondents,
that scholarly academic interests are not the major compelling reasons for
selecting the School of Education.
Occupational: Data pertaining to occupational reasons are found in
Table 2, page 2$, The ranking of the four reasons in the occupational
group were more diverse, as is shown in the table. Students, 16(14.0 per
cent), placed their feelings of a graduate degree being necessary for the
kind of work at the top of the list. The second ranked reason was the
desire for preparation in getting a better paying job with 114.(35 per cent).
These data indicate that these respondents had vaiying occupational
nmtivations for pursuing their gradtiate studies at Atlanta University. It
is quite likely that, had the respondents been given numerous and/or other
options to identify their occupational reasons they would have been even
more widely scattered. This corresponds to the other studies about occupa¬
tional intentioizs as the bases of making selections of educational institu¬
tions; most of these indicate that there are differences in interest and
motivation in reasons for selecting a partic\ilar school, and that the
TABLE 1
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5. I had a compelling interest in one
particular area of Education which
I wanted to continue to specialize,
namely: 21 1 2 1 25
11, I had serious intellectual curiosities
which only graduate study could satisfy 10 8 3 k 25
l6. I enjoyed studying and wanted to
continue academic work 15 9 1 25
Total li6 18 6 5 75
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occupational intention range is too vast and subtle so as to make it
difficult to ascertain major or dominating occupational intentions within
a small group such as this study is based upon.
Perscaial-Self t Table 3» .page 27, presents an analysis of the responses
of the 25 participants to the questions on personal-self reasons for
originally deciding to attend the Atlanta University School of Education*
The six options for response in this category ranged from a response option
in which graduate life was envisioned as helping an individual socially to
enabling the individual to be influential in community life. This repre¬
sented a kind of range in options from ego-centered to super-ego centered
motivations and interests, and this category of options when interrelated
with the other two options previously dealt with, gives a more ccar5)rehensive
image of these individuals' motivations and interests.
It is interesting, and revealing, to note that the conventional six
options provided received only a total rating of 8 in the "greatly” column
out of a possible 1U9, and that the hipest ratings in "ttiis category were
in 'Uie "of no iii^>ortance" column.
Atlanta University's chartered purpose is the education of Christian
youth for leadership, and the School of Education (p, 117 current catalogue)
specified that its main purpose is to "develop professional and practical
leadership". In view of the fact that the respondents do not identify, to
any significant extent, with these formal purposes of the University and
the School, it seems warranted to assume one of the following two postula¬
tions about these responses: (l) the School and University do not
adequately prepare graduates for the kinds of personal-social roles idiich
these op-U-ons postxilatej and/or (2) these respondents do not manifest or
TABLE 2
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1. I felt a graduate degree was necessaiy
for the kind of work I wanted to do 16 h 3 2 25
6. I wanted to prepare myself for a better
paying job than I would otherwise be
able to get Hi h 2 0 25
12. I felt I could live an easier life if
I had a graduate education h h 1 15 2h
13. I felt graduate acquaintaces and con¬
tacts would prove advantageous in
finding a position after graduation 6 h 7 8 25
Total i^o 16 13 30 99
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hold personal-social roles in the dimensions which these options envisage.
It is worth stating, at this point, however, that the current myth as
pertains to the University and School, is of such nature to support the
belief that respondents would have marked in the "greatly" column, since
superintendents, pi^incipals, and other eitplaylng personnel come to Atlanta
University from California to New York to interview graduates of liie Uni-
versitgr for posts, and the University has a general reputation for graduating
superior individuals in its varioixs schools. Since levels of confidence
were not applied in this study, we cannot identify whether these respondents
are representative or not of the 103 respondents constituting the potential
\miverse.
Social Service: Table U, page 28, presents two "social service" options
or reasons for coming to Atlanta University. These are to "acquire leader¬
ship qualifications in civic affairs" and to "enable me to be more influen-
idlal in community affairs." While the general pattern of responses in this
area is not exactly similar to the data presented in Table 3, this category
may be regarded as congjlementary and/or supplementary to the responses
indicated in Table 3; and, again, it is somewhat sturprising to note that
the lowest responses to lie within the "great" column. Essentially, the
same interpretation may be given to Table U as to Table 3> namely: the
respondents do not seem to regard attendance and participation in the Uni¬
versity's School of Education to be contributory to their ego and super-ego
strivings for need satisfactions either at a personal-self level or at a
ccaaraunity-civic affairs level. It may well be that these individuals do
not possess such ego or super-ego interests and/or motivations at the
leadership, personal-social, and/or community level.
TABLE 3
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2, I thought that graduate life would help
me to develop socially 2 6 8 25
U. Most of ray friends were going to graduate
school 3 8 Hi 25
8. I hoped to make many new friends in
graduate school 1 6 11 7 25
10, The persons I respected most in my com¬
munity had gone to graduate school 1 6 2 15 2li
12, I felt I could live an easier life if I
have a graduate education 2 i; 1 18 25
ll;. I thought a graduate education would
enable me to be most influential in com¬
munity affairs 2 7 6 10 25
Total 8 32 37 72 Hi?
TABLE it
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7. I hoped to acquire some qualifications
for leadership in civic affairs 1 k 12 8 2S
lit. I thought a graduate education would
enable me to be more influential in
community affairs h 7 5 8 2it
Total 5 11 17 16 lt9
CO
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Traditionalt A list of foiir traditional reasons students most often
give for attending an institution was included in the opinionnaire. These
included the band-wagon or “most of ny friends were going to graduate
school" reason, the level of ejqjectation of others "it had alwagrs been
expected of me", the level of aspiration or "persoM I respected most"
reason, and the "in my family young people had always gone to graduate
school" reason. Table 5, page 30, indicates that the ma;iority of the
respondents rated these four reasons to be either "slightly" or "of no
importance" bases for their selection of the Atlanta University School of
Education, To this extent, then, these respondents do not mirror the usual
or traditional reasons found in other studies of this type, for the selec¬
tion of an institution of higher education.
Table 6, page 31, indicates that ll5(2U,U7 per cent) of all items are
coiqpletely related; 5(1.06 per cent) of all items are related three steps
above; 36 (7.66 per cent of all items are related two steps above; 103
(21,91 per cent) are related one step above; li*8(31.U9 per cent) of all
items are related one step below; 38(8.08 per cent are related two steps
below; 17(3.63 per cent) are related three steps below; and 8(1,70 per cent)
of all items for coming to Atlanta University are related four steps below,
Ihis table indicates a downward bias. Prior to determining the possible
cause of this bias, it should be pointed out that the Chi Square analysis
of this data is very significant (see Table 7.) Entering the table of
Ou. Square values with n 12, we find that a Chi Square of l5l.65l shows
a p of ,001 (one chance in a thousand) that a discrepancy as great as the
one obtained in problem might arise as a matter of chance.
TABLE 5
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It. Most of HQT friends were going to
graduate school 3 8 13 2it
9, It had always been expected that
I would go to graduate school 5 3 it 13 25
10, The persons I respected most in
ray community had gone to graduate
school 1 6 3 15 25
17. In nqr family young people had
gone to graduate school 2 h 18 2lt




PER CENT OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ITEMS FOR
COMING TO ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
Related Iduree steps above 5 1.06
Related two steps above 36 7.66
Related one step above 103 21.91
Related u$ 2U.U7
Related one step below 1U8 31.U9
Related two steps below 38 8.08
Related three steps below 17 3.63
Related four steps below 8 1.70
Total U70 100.00
In our endeavor to understand the relationship between the five classifi¬
cations of data, we constructed a contingency table prior to the appli¬
cation of the Chi Square analysis. The resulting chi square is lai^e and
we rejected the nxxll hypothesis of no difference among the five groups at
the one thousandth (.001) per cent level. We now have strong reason to
believe liiat there is a difference among the five groups of data. There¬
fore, 151.8^1 is significant vd.ih a degree of freedom of twelve, at -Uie
.001 per cent level which is 32.909. (See Table 7, page 32.)
Reactions to Atlanta Universilgr Experiences
Student reactions to university experiences may be compared according



































17.15 28.85 832.32 U8.53
lU.20 3.80 ll*.l*l* 1.02
IU.70 8.70 75.69 5.15
29.00 2l*.00 576.00 19.90
22.50 17.50 306.25 13.60
18.75 2.75 7.56 .36
19.U5 6.U5 1*1.60 2.11*
38.30 8.30 68.89 1.79
33.90 25.90 670.81 19.80
28.20 3.80 ll*.l*l* .51
29.20 7.80 60.81* 2.08
57.70 lU.80 219.01* 3.79
11.20 6.20 38.1*1* 3.1*3
9.28 1.70 2.89 .31
9.57 7.1*0 5U.76 5.72
18.90 2.90 8.1*1 .1*1*
22.30 ll*.30 20l*.l*9 9.17
18.60 6.60 1*3.56 2.31*
19.20 .20 .1*0 .021
37.90 21.10 1*1*5.21 11.75
-150511*70.00
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The 22 items grouped in this manner are presented below:
(1) Administration
3. Assistance from university officials in
receiving part-time en?>loyment
9, Opportunity to secure adequate housing
10* Services and facilities of library
17. Study conditions in the library
l6. Study conditions in iqy room
20* Eecreational facilities on campus
21, Services of the Bursar’s Office
22. Services of the Eegistrar’s Office
(2) Dean
11, Opportunity for informal social contacts with
students
15* Opportunity to receive help on important spiritual
and moral problems
(3) Faculty
1, Services of ray faculty adviser in helping me
select my first term coixrses
2. Teaching abilities of ny instructors
U. Opportunity to have private conferences with
instructors on adadendc questions stemming from
coTirse work
Opportunity to have private conferences with
instructors on personal questions stemming from
university Hfe in general
6. Opportunity for informal social contacts with
faculty members
7. Opportunity to consult from time to time with
major professor
8,Quality of help usually available from major
professor
12. Assistance from the academic dean on problems
related to course work
13» Availability of courses and facilities for
training in my major field
lU, Degree of en5)hasis in the university on intellectual
and cultural pursuits outside of the classroom
16, Opportunity to coii?>ete for scholarship aid
19. Ability of instructors to set forth clear-cut and
interesting course objectives
There is a marked contrast between the areas of services and facilities
represented in the 10 highest and the 10 lowest ranking items. The 10 items
receiving the highest rating are listed in descending order of satisfaction
as follows;
1. Teaching abilities of my instructors
2. Study conditions in the library
3,. Services and facilities of library
U. Ability of instructors to set forth clear-cut and
interesting course objectives9.Services of the Registrar's Office
6. Opportunity to have private conferences with
instructors on academic questions stemming from
course work
7. Services of the Bursar's Office
8. Services of ny faculty adviser in helping me
select my first term courses
9. Opportunity to consult from time to time with major
professor10.Degree of eit5)hasi3 in the university on intellectual
and ctiltural pursuits outside the classroom
It is interesting to note that the respondents did not claim that their
reasons for withdrawing from Atlanta University were based in teaching
abilities and/or library facilities. This would lead one to assume that
factors other than acadendo ones were involved in their withdrawals.
The 10 items receiving the lowest ratings, listed in ascending order
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of satisfaction, are as follows;
1. Opportimity to receive help on important
spiritual and moral problems
2. Assistance from the academic dean on problems
relating to course work
3. Opportunity to conqoete for scholarship aid
U. Stu<^ conditions in ny rocan
5. Opportuaaity to have informal social contacts with
faculty members
6* Opportunity to secure adequate housing
7. Bacreational facilities on campus
8. Opportunity to have private conferences with
instructors on personal questions stemming from
university life in general
9. Quality of help usually available from major professor
10, Availability of courses and facilities for training
in my major field
It is quite clear from these listings that students who withdrew did
not do so on the basis of teacher competency and/or academic (library)
facilities, or because of opportunities to avail themselves of courses,
facilities, conferences, recreatioiaal facilities and the like.
Administration; Data pertaining to administrative facilities and ser¬
vices are presented in Table 8, page 37, Of 2k respondents, 6(9 per cent)
were satisfied with the provisions made for securing adequate housii^j
lii(21 per cent) were satisfied with the services and facilities of the
libraryj l5(22 per cent) indicated a hi^ level of satisfaction concerning
study conditions in the library; 5(7 per cent) indicated satisfaction with
study conditions in their room; 6(9 per cent) \dio indicated that recreational
facilities on campus were satisfactory; 10(l5 per cent) felt that the
services of the Bvirsar's Office were satisfactory; 12(18 per cent said that
the services of the Registrar's Office were satisfactory.
Reactions to these responses would lead one to conclude that the
administration of Atlanta University, insofar as provisions conducive to
graduate study are concerned, is regarded as being at least 75 per cent or
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more inadequate. This involves both inadequate administrative facilities
and services and the respondent's specific reactions to inadequate housing,
study conditions, and related services and facilities.
Dean: Data relative to degree of satisfaction with sejrvices and facili¬
ties of the Dean are foimd in Table 9, page 38. For some reason only one-
half of the subjects responded to this question. It msy well be that
authoidtarian and/or other patterns were so in-graiaied in these students
that they felt unable to operate or respond to a question in idrich the
integrity or functioml leadership role of the head of the School was
brought into question. At ary rate, the data reveals that of the 2k with¬
drawals, 9(75 per cent) sadd the opportunity provided by the school for
informal social contacts with students was satisfactory; only 3(25 per cent)
felt that the school provided the opportunity for receiving help on Important
spiritual and moral problems.
VIhen one looks at the opportiinities provided graduate students in
Education at Atlanta University for contacts and guidance services, one is
struck with the almost con^ilete dearth of academic provisions at the Dean
level, for these opportunities. For this reason, it is impossible to relate
these findings to the operating conditions, except to say that these
respondents were "kind” to their deans.
Faculty: Table 10, page UO, displays data concerning faculty services
and facilities. These data reveal the following information from with¬
drawals: Of the 2k respondents there were 10(9 per cent) who indicated
satisfaction with obtaining help in selectii^g first term courses; 18(16 per
cent) indicated satisfaction with the teaching abilities of their instruc¬
tors; whereas, 12(11 per cent) and 7(6 per cent) were satisfied with
TABIE 8

















9» Opportunity to secure
adequate housing 6 3 3 1 11 2k
10. Services and facilities
of library lU 8 1 1 2h
17. Study conditions in
the library 15 U 1 1 3 2h
18. Study conditions in
vsy room 5 6 k 9 2k
20. Recreational facilities
on campus 6 h 5 2 7 2k
21. Services of the
Bursar's Office 10 9 2 1 2 2k
22. SeinrLces of the
Registrar's Office 12 7 2 1 2 2k
Total 68 Ul 17 7 35 168
TABLE 9
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES RELATING TO SERVICES




















tacts with students 9 7 5 3 2li
l5. Opportvuiity to receive
help on iiqjortant
spiritual and moral
problems 3 k 2 3 12 2h
Total 12 11 7 3 15 k6
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private conferences on academic and personal counseling respectively;
5(5 per cent) were satisfied with the extent of social gatherings with
instnictorsj 10(9 per cent) wei^ satisfied with the opportunity of having
consultationsj 8(7 per cent) said that the quality of help which is usually
available was very satisfactory; 3(3 per cent) were satisfied with the
assistance frcrni the dean on problems relating to coxurse work; 9(8 per cent)
felt that availability of courses and facilities for training were satis¬
factory; 10(9 per cent) were satisfied with the university’s degree of
emphasis on intellectual and cultural pursuits outside of the classroom;
U(U per cent) were satisfied with the opportunity for scholarship aid com¬
petition; and m(l3 per cent) felt that the ability of their instructors to
set forth clear-cut and interesting course objectives were satisfactory.
The data in Table 10 clearly reveal that faculty services and facilities
are inadequate. Of the 2U respondents, only 18, or 16 per cent, felt the
teaching abilities to be very satisfactory; lU, or 13 per cent, felt the
faculty set forth clear-cut and interesting course objectives; while only
10, or 9 per cent, felt services in advising, consultative opportunities,
and en5)hasis on intellectual and cultxiral pursuits were satisfactory. In
no instance did as many as one-fifth of these respondents regard the facxilty
services and facilities as satisfactory. One cotild conjecture about the
relative relation of facilities to service and professional competency.
Idhatever this relation may be, if any, the fact remains that these respondents
do not regard Ihe Atlanta University School of Education faculty as playing
the role or assuming the function they expect of a faculty.
Table 11, page U2, indicates that 108(21,U7 per cent) of all items are
TABLE 10
ANALISIS OF THE RESPONSES RELATING TO FACULTY
SERVICES AND FACILITIES
Questions
Very Fairly Someidiat Very No
Satisfactory Satisfactory Unsatisfactory Itasatisfactory Opinion Total
U 3 2 10
1. Services of ny faculty
adviser in helping ii»
select ny first term
courses 10 3 3 1 7 2k
2. Teaching abilities of
ny instructors 18 5 1 2k











life in general 7 2 h 11 2k
6. Opportunity to have
informal social contacts
2kwith faculty members 5 1 8
TABLE 10 - Contintied
7» Opportunity to consult
from time to time vfith
major professor
8, Quality of help usually
available from major
professor
12* Assistance from the
academic dean on prob¬
lems rela't^ng to course
work
13. Availability of courses
and facilities for
training in my major
field
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19. Ability of instructors




















completely related; 35(6.96 per cent) of all items are related four steps
above; 22(U.37 per cent) are related three steps above; 91(18.09 per cent)
are related two steps above; 59(11.73 per cent) are related one step above;
78(15.51 per cent) are related one step below and 110(21.87 per cent) of all
items are related two steps below for ques.tions on facilities and services.
TABLE 11
PER CENT OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ITEMS ON
UNIVERSITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Related four steps above 35 6.96
Related three steps above 22 U*37
Related two steps above 91 18.09
Related one step above 59 n*73
Related 108 21.U7
Related one step below 78 l5*5l
Related two steps below no 21.87
Total 503 100.00
Entering the table of Chi Square values with n = 8, we re^ject the
null hypothesis of no difference among the three groups or 'classifications
at the 50 per cent level. Therefore, a chi square of 5*712 , as presented
in Table 12, page is significant with a degree of freedom of eight, at
the 70 per cent level which is equal to 5*527•
Criticisms of Atlanta University; No table for data on the question,
"What criticisms or gid.pes do you have about Atlanta University?" was



















68 63.50 U.50 20,30 .319
Ul 39.1+0 1.60 2.50 .066
17 17.70 .70 .1+9 .028
7 7.01 .01 .0001 ,00001
35 U0.U0 5.U0 29.16 .722
12 18.10 6.10 37.20 2.060
11 n.3o .30 .09 .0079
7 5.10 1.90 3.60 .706
3 2.00 1,00 1,00 .500
15 n.5o 3.50 12.30 1.070
no 108.1+0 1.60 2.60 .021+
66 67.30 1.30 1.70 .025
29 30.20 1.20 1.1+1+ .01+8
n n.96 ,96 .92 .0836
71 69.03 1.97 3.88 .051+
503 503.00 ^ - 5.712
a;
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the provisions of the questionnaire. They are as follows: requirements in
French; no thesis option; with the number of hours I have I shovild be a
graduate, but the lack of writing a thesis causes me to be degreeless; you
never meet your adviser to help plan your courses at "toe beginning; I was
only interested in a M.Ed, degree; remembering some of the thesis iitles, I
am wondering if six additional hours of course work would be much more useful
than the writing of a research paper; during the summer session, the class¬
rooms are very uncomfortable because of the heat, so is the library; the
number of secondary school teachers serving as instructors during the summer;
doesn't offer the graduate degree in ray major field, I am interested in
health, physical education and recreation; nine weeks takes all of ny summer
vacation; Atlanta University does not offer enough courses in specialized
fields such as speech and special education; a desire for academic achieve¬
ment, idiich thwarted the all around growth (academically, plysically and
spiritually of the student); and the theoretical treatment of material
rather than a "growing learning" experience.
The Students Who Transfeired
Table 13, page U6, epitomizes the frustratioixs and ambivalences of
this investigator in this study. Despite the obvious salutary administrative
provisions for services and facilities, it appears that Dean and faculty
usage of services and facilities are not regarded by these withdrawees as
very satisfactory. Moreover, there is no pattern of responses on specific
or independent items in the questionnaire. Specifically, one would have
expected respondents, based on the previous data, to allege reasons for
withdrawing to lie in Dean and Faculty inadequacies, however. Table 13
indicates that the respondents do not attach very great iitgjortance to
these factors as reasons for transfer.
Other Seasons: Students who transferred were given the opportunity
to write in additional reasons for transfer, Maiqr of the “write-in'*
reasons were essentially rewordir^s of "given" reasons and were recod.ed
accordingly, but are not given in tabular form. Additional reasons typical
of those most frequently mentioned follow:
Respondent A: "My husband was transferred to Texas for employ¬
ment and I felt that it was inportant to join him,"
Respondent B: '“Courses were not available in ny major field,"
Respondent C: "The flow of my personal life was interrupted and
I moved to the East,"
Respondent D: "Wanted to be with my family and wanted to complete
work in liie next two simmers,"
Respondent E: "I had alrea<fy begun my graduate studies at Fort
Valley State before I first enrolled at Atlanta Uni¬
versity, othervjise, I probably would have remained
there,"
Respondent F: "I received a substantial scholarship from the
International Paper Company Foundation which could
only be used at Tuskegee,"
Respondent G: '*1 would like to study Art Education,"
Biere is no significance in the order in which the special reasons
for transferring are reported
TABLE 13
















1. Ify learning interests changed k 1 2 16 23
2, I wished to attend a less expensive
institution 2 20 22
3. Ity grades were too low to continue 1 1 20 22
1+, I did not want to write a thesis 6 3 2 11 22
I could not pass the English
fundamentals 1 20 21
6, I could not pass the foreign language 2 1 18 21
7» I wanted to be nearer iny home town 2 2 18 22
8, I was generally dissatisfied 2 1 2 17 22
9. I was not interested in what I was
studying 1 1 19 21
Total 17 7 13 159 196
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, IMPUCAHONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Prefatory StatemBnt»—We move today in times of change and strain.
This is no less true in the supposedly serene halls of higher learnixig than
in the multitudinous shifting of world affairs. However, too many American
Universities appear to be very much apart from these affairs. It seems
impossible that colleges and ■universities, on their part, cannot hear the
spreading call for service and for change that come from the society and
the world frcmi which they are apart. Modern graduates, from the colleges
and universities, must be alert and sensitive to the pressing needs of our
timesj they must be prepared to respond to important calls for service from
outside the iiniversity—in doing so they must seek to bring to current issues
the force of that kind of in'bellectual competence and candor which is most
peculiarly the product of the university.
Therefore, because of the heightened en5hasis some express about
irtproving higher education, it is a necessary concern of the universities
to lead students to a better appreciation of the need for an intimate
relationship between man and societal problems; this can only occtir through
a changed currictilum, with the consequent concond'tant effort to improve
the quality of instruction.
The problem is not confined to teaching, but it extends to research.
Unless there is developed adequate \mderstandlng and adequate support for
more university research, educational problems will get out of hand.
Universities need to reconsider their roles and functions in terms of the
new kinds of demands vfliich the post-mid-twentieth society demands. It now
appears quite likely that the University's purpose must, and should change,
with the new kinds of demaiids urban industrial scientific societies make of
its citizens.
For a long time educators have been aware of the principal factors
which govern the retention, transfer, and withdrawal of students, but no
systematic and comprehensive analysis has heretofore been made to show the
ing)act of these factors in combination. Casualties usually do not occur
solely because of poor admissions policy, an unsuitable curriculum,
inadequate counseling, indifferent instruction, or poor plysical facilities.
Neither is the failure of students usually due, alone, to low scholastic
aptitude, lack of individual and family motivation, or insufficient funds to
pay the cost of attending a university. Remedial measures require the
skillful management of this complex of interacting factors.^
Nevertheless, despite cogent explanations for student mortality, the
facts are quite alarming and all educators should agree to inqjroving student
retention. The first obvious step is to study the amount of attrition and
the reasons for this student loss. Many colleges and universities, stimu¬
lated by the recent nationwide stucy by the United States Office of Education,
are considering such institutional values.2
Both school administrators and the lay public are concerned with the
Robert E. Iffert, Retention ^d Wi^^awal of QoHege Students
(Washington: U.S, Government Printing Office, p"
2
Richard Axen, "Drop-Out," Cmrent Issues in Hi^er Education,
(March, 1956), p. 103.
in^JTovement of the holding power of the college and tmiversity. It is
believed, therefore, that scientific studies in this area are of great
educational and social value at this time.
The problem involved in this study was that of securing the opinions
of withdrawees who have transferred from the Atlanta University School of
Education to other institutions and to use such findings as a possible
basis for assistance in re-evaluation of the school’s program.
Evolution of the Problem.—Atlanta University, a non-sectarian
institution began its graduate school in 1929. Since its inception as a
graduate school, a period of over thirty years, large nmber of individuals
have matriculated for degrees and/or taken courses in the School of Education
but later vdthdrawn from the institution. Examination of the various
summaries of enrollments such as contained in the 19^9-1960, 1960-1961 cata¬
logues indicates enrollments of U29 and 505 respectively in the School of
Education for the regular sessions. The average rate of U0-60 students who
graduate each year with degrees in Education indicates that less than one-
fourth of those regularly participating in the School of Education's program
go on.
It is believed that during the period of existence, the School of
Education, at least U,000 individuals may have failed to continue and
receive degrees. While some of these individuals, undoubtedly, may still
be desiTOus of con^jleting degree requirements, certain others have no doubt,
left Atlanta University for other schools.
The writer, having worked in the Atlanta University Registrar's Office
and observing the institution as a student is desirous of attempting to
answer the question as to ^diy these students withdraw from the Atlanta
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University School of Education to attend other colleges or universities.
Purposes.—The purposes of this stucfy were as stated in Chapter I, The
over-all purpose of this research was to determine the attitudes of with¬
drawals toward the Atlanta University School of Education.
More specifically, the purposes of this study have been to ascertain
and formulate answers to the following questions:
1. What number and per cent of withdrawees enrolled in other
institutions for the purpose of further stuc^
2. What were the alleged reasons for the withdrawees to come to
Atlanta University?
3. What was the (grade average) average number of cre<U.t hotirs
taken at Atlanta University before transferring to another
institution?
U. What was the degree of satisfaction with availability of
courses ani facilities for training in the major field?
5. What was the degree of satisfaction with ability of instruc¬
tors to set forth clear-cut and interesting course objectives?
6. What were the student reactions to university facilities and
services?
7. What was the degree of satisfaction in achieving their
academic needs ihile at Atlanta University?
8. What was the degree of satisfaction with progress in achieving
their occupational needs while at Atlanta University?
9. What was the degz^e of satisfaction with satisfying "traditional"
graduate needs while at Atlanta University?10,What was the degree of satLsfacid-on of their personal needs
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idiile at Atlanta University?
11, VIhat was the degree of satisfaction of social service reasons
for coBdng to Atlanta University?
12. What was the degree of satisfaction tdtii the Atlanta University
escperience?
13* What cri'^cisms or gzdpes do 'Uiey have about Atlanta University
eaqperience?
Definition of Terms.--The more significant terms, for the purpose of
clarity, which have been used throu^out this study are characterized in
the separate statements to follow:
"Attitude",-- according to Good, includes a state of mental
and emotional readiness to react to any educationally
significant situation in a manner that gives first place to
the interests of society and the teaching profession, that
demonstrates appreciation of the situation's educational
iiiQjllcations, and that indicates ability and desire to
cooperate with others toward the solution of the problem
involved,^
"Student Mortality",— the failure of students to remain in
Atlanta University until graduation.
"Drop-Out and Withdrawal",-- (used interchangeably in this
research) refer to the twenty-five students used in this
study who have had a transcript sent to another institution
and have not attended Atlanta University since that time.
1 —■
"Carter V. Good," Dictionary of Education, 37•
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Scope and Limitations of the Study.—The following are recognized
limitations but do not lessen the need, desirability, and importance for
seeking "facts of opinions" in the area of Opinion Research:
!• Opinions may be temperazy and changeable and subject to
rationalization and deception.^
2. The size and representativeness of the group laymen used^
3. The ability and willingness of the subjects to respond to
the instrument.
Period of the Stuc^.—This study was carried out during the school
year 1961-1962.
Method of Research.—The Descriptive Survey Meliiod of Research,
utilizing the special techniques of the opinionnaire and transcript request
was used to gather necessary data for the conpletion of this study. This
method of research was used because it enabled the researcher to seek
answers to questions regarding the real facts concerning existing condi¬
tions.
Description of Materials.—In order to obtain data necessary for the
coBg)letion of this study, an opinionnaire vaa constructed contaiixing forty-
nine questions and/or items. These were designed to get the opinions
regarding the effect of the University's School of Education on students
who register in it. The opinioimaire was a modified form of the "Study of
Retention and Withdrawal" (a series of reports titled: "Retention and
Withdrawal of College Students") which has been widely used ty the United
York:
. H. Remraer, Introduction to Opinion and Attitude Measurement (New
Harper and Brothers, 1^5U)*
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States Office of Education.^
The results of the successful use of the questionnaire have been epit¬
omized in a book, "What People Think About Their Schools.”^
Seventeen items in the questionnaire were designed to get the reasons
of students for coming to Atlanta University idio later transferred to
another institution. Twenty-two items soi:^ht reactions to Atlanta Uni¬
versity experiences, while nine items sought their reason for transfer from
Atlanta Itoiversity. In an atten^t to capitalize on the criticism of tiie
group, the following question was asked, "What criticisms or gripes do you
have about Atlanta tfoiversity?" Although an^jle space was provided set of
questions for "write-in'^ reasons.
Description of Subjects.—Twenty-five subjects are included in this
research who are now residing in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Georgia,
Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, and Texas. From this geogra|diic cross-
section, each had at one time transferred from Atlanta University to
institutions in locales idiere their needs could be fulfilled.
The group of twenty-five individuals was composed of nine men and
sixteen women. Twenty-four of these persons have taken at least six semes¬
ter hours at their second chosen institution. The remainding individual
has conqjleted the Master of Arts degree work from an institution of his
choice.
The average number of hours which were taken by these twenty-five
^ffert, op. cit., pp. 13U-m5.
2
Harold C. Hand, What People Think About Their Schools (New York:
World Book Con5)ai^, 19U(j) •
subjects was fifteen semester hours at Atlanta University; 30 per cent of
these individuals received A*s; 62 per cent received B's; 06 per cent re¬
ceived C's; and 02 per cent received D's.
Procedural Steps,—Ihe data were gathered, organized and analyzed
through the following steps:
1* Permission was granted to conduct this study by the Registrar's
Office.
2. The literature related to this study was reviewed, sxuninarized,
and is presented in the thesis \mder the proper captions.
3. Copies of the opinionnaire were sent to 103 transferrees of
Atlanta University's School of Education.
U. Responses of items were tabulated and classified into groups.
Tables were constructed for each group of questions, designating
the level of importance in separate columns, showii^ the number
of each problem checked on the opinionnaire.
6. Tables were constructed for each of the areas to include nine
types of responses, that is, there are numbers for responses
to each problem according to:
a. Things about coming to Atlanta University and transferring
idiich were of great importance
b. IMngs about coming to Atlanta University and transferring
which were of moderate in^ortance
c. Things about coming to Atlanta University and transfezrlng
idnich were of sU^t importance
d. Things about coming to Atlanta University and transfenlng
irtiich were of no importance or did not apply
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e. Things about Atlanta llhiversity's expeiriences ii^di -were
very satisfactory
f. Things about Atlanta University's experiences i^ch were
fairly satisfactory
g. Things about Atlanta University's experiences iidiich were
soinei^t satisfactory
h. Things about Atlanta University's experiences irtiich were
very unsatisfactory
i. Things about Atlanta University's experiences which had
no application to them, or no opinion
7. A Chi Square analysis was made in order to show the relation¬
ship of all items in each of the sectional classifications of
Part I on the questionnaire.
8. An attempt was made to identify any probable implications to
be derived from the analysis and interpretation of data.
Contribution to Educational Thought.—Statistical polling of opinions
and attitudes of withdrawals can serve as a basis for additions, altera¬
tions, and deletions in the University's curriculum, facilitates the
acquisition of satisfactory experiences, both intellectual and vocational
by most of the matriculants, These acquisitions would perhaps fxirther
improve the persistence of students enrolled in Atlanta University's School
of Education, Therefore, Ihis study can be of value to Atlanta University's
School of Education in meeting the needs of the students 'tho express a
desire to obtain the masters degree.
Possible advantages of identifying these factors may be eijplioated in
this study, so idiat a more effective program may be planned to deal with
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the problem.
Atlanta University's School of Education is undoubtedly one of the
stronger schools in the University. Although it has real strength in raai^
areas there is perhaps good potential for development in oidiers. As a
restilt of Idle self-study in one problem area, it Is believed that the
School has a much clearer perception of idiat steps are necessary to develop
a truly great School and the priority order in which its nuaserous pressing
needs should be met.
Summary of Related literature.—The survey of related literature
indicated abundance of research on the undergraduate level dealing with
various aspects of drop-outs, early school leavers, and non-graduates. In
the literature, the writer found that the causes for and charactexistics of
withdrawals at the lower school and undergraduate levels were well sxirveyed
and adequately defined, however, there was a dearth of literature pertaining
to graduate education. Vftiile it is qtdte possible to give certain generali¬
zations for graduate education from studies of withdrawals at the elementary,
secondary, and undergraduate levels, it was felt that most of these studies
do not, specifically, have implication for the present study, therefore,
veiy little attention is given to them in this review of the literature.
This is so, since this study deals, not so much with drop-outs or withdrawals
as with transferrees. Previous studies usually have not dealt with this
group. The literature further revealed that in the research studies, data
were gathered through the use of school records, questionnaires, interviews
and transcript request.
Iffert made a study on the degree to which mortality rate is related to
observable conditions in colleges and universities. His findings revealed
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that the primary reasons for student drop-outs were:
1, Student drop-outs are most critical of services and facilities
in colleges and \iniversities that relate to factors involving
personal adjustment,
2, Student drop-outs are influenced by the feeling that they are
not getting idiat they expect from their educational pursuits.^
Snyder studied the reasons of drop-outs among students from Los Angeles
City College. His findings were in respect to the differing academic
abilities of the two groups (withdrawal and college groups). An analysis
of his data indicated that the withdrawal group consistently showed inferior
ability as measured by the Thurstone P^chological Ei^mination and Iowa
2
Silent Heading Examination.
Summary of Findings.—A summation of the findings as obtained from
analysis and interpretation of the data presented in Chapter II, follows.
Hie findings are presented under three major captions: (1) Reasons for
Coming to Atlanta University} (2) Reactions to Atlanta University Experiences}
and (3) Reasons for Transfer.
Reasons for Coming to Atlanta University
1. Ihe respondents indicated a conpelling interest in one of "ttie
several areas of Education offered at Atlanta Ihiiversity, as
a major reason for coming to Atlanta University, This one area
was ranked first 21 or U5 per cent by students of both sex.
Enjoyment of study and a desire to continue academic work ranked
^ffert, op. cit., p. iii.
2
Louise May Snyder, "Why Do They Leave?'* Journal of Higher Education,
XE (January, 19U0), 26.
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second 1$ or 32.6 per cent, and intellectual curiosity ranked
tMrd 10 or 21,7 per cent.
2, Under occupational reasons for conang to Atlaita University,
l6 or liO per cent indicated that they believed a graduate degroe
was necessary for the kind of work they wanted to do, or were
doing. The second ranked reason for coining to Atlanta University
was the belief that a graduate degree would enable them to get
a better paying job, with lU or 35 per cent of the respondents
taking this position.
3. Only 8 of the 2$ respondents expressed a high degree of satis¬
faction on each of the six personal-self options as a major reason
for coming to Atlanta University,
Only 5 expressed a high degree of satisfaction on the two social
service options (service to community and/or civic affairs).
5. The majority of the respondents rated the four traditional reasons
(most of ray friends were going to graduate schoolj it had always
been expected that I would go to graduate school; the persons I
respected most in my community had gone to graduate schoolj and
in ray family young people had always gpne to graduate school) for
entering Atlanta University to be either “sli^tly” or “of no
iaportance'* for their selection of the School,
In oi^der to comprehend the relation^p of the classifications
of data in this section of the questionnaire, a chi square analysis
revealed that there was no significant difference among the items
in the five groups.
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Reactions to Atlanta University Experiences
1. At least 75 per cent of the administrative facilities and services
at Atlanta Ifiiiversity were found, by the respondents, to be
inadequate. (This involved specific reactions to housing, study
conditions, related services, and facilities.)
2. Relative to the degree of satisfaction with services and facilities
of the Dean, 9 respondents felt that the opportunity provided
the school for informal social contacts with students was satis¬
factory. Only 3 respondents felt that the school provided the
opportunity for receiving help on inportant spiritual and moral
problems.
3. Of the 214. respondents, only 18 or l6 per cent felt the teachir^
abilities of the faculty to be very satisfactoryj II4. or 13 per cent
felt the faculty set forth clear-cut and interesting course
objectives} while only 10 or 9 per cent felt services in advising,
consultative opportunities, and emphasis on intellectual and
cultural pursTxits were satisfactory.
Reason for Transfer
1. The respondents do not attach very great importance to any signi¬
ficant degree, to the nine options offered to them as reasons for
transfer.
Conclusions.—The data, and findings, appear to warrant the following
conclusioiis:
1, The majority of the withdrawees came to Atlanta University for
academic, occupational, and/or professional "growlh and develop¬
ment" reasons
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2, The experiences of these “withdrawees'* with the administration
and facility facilities and services of the Atlanta University
School of Education were, generaUy, unsatisfactory,
3. The respondents did not present any identifiable pattern of
reaction to reasons for transfer, hence no general conclusion
may be drawn for a major or overwhelmii^ reasonCs) for transfer,
U, It is not possible, on the basis of the data at hand, to structure
an over-all "image” or attitudinal correlate of factors which
appear to be related to withdrawal,
5, It is not possible, on the basis of data at hand, to identify
inter-relationships between the factors studied and transfer,
lapUcations,—The specific inplications stemming from the findings
of this research were as follows:
1, Atlanta University, in-so-far as these withdrawees are concerned,
has an acceptable image as to provisions for advancing individuals
academically, occupationally, and professionally,
2, There is need for improvement in the admnistrative and faculty
provision of services and facilities for students in the School
Education,
3, Diere is need for further studies in this area, since the present
study did not identify patterns and/or major reasons for withdrawal
and transfer,
Recomngndatlons,—The interpretation of the findings togeldier with con¬
clusions, and implications suggest these recommendations:
1, 'Riat further studies be made in this area using more sensitive
instruments and getting at previous images and subsequent disillusion¬
ment
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2. That a guidance program be initiated and operated in such a
manner as to contribute to the student's understanding of his
role, the role of the institution, and the interest of the faculty
in his welfare.
3. That the administration and faculty seriously re-study their roles
and functions (services and facilities) in terms of iB5)roved and
increased relations with their students.
Concluding Statement.—It is the hope of the writer that the few san5)le
findings here reported from the survey of opinions of withdrawals of the
Atlanta University School of Education, relative to students transferring
to other institutions nay prove helpful in s^lgge3ting to the administration
and faculty the valuable insights which related opinion data afford, and
the concrete practical \ises idiich can be made of such information.
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This is one kind of image study, I seek to identify images regarding
the effectiveness of the Atlanta University School of Education.
You may wonder how you happened to receive this request to partici¬
pate in this study. The answer is that we believe that a School functions
in the context of the totality of all of the images which its students
have of it.
I ask your participald.on because your participation will help us to
delineate the field which bounds and structures and affects our University
and its School of Education. X believe that our form is a novel way to
give you an opportunity to indicate yoiir image of the effect of the Uni¬
versity's School of Education on the students who register in it. I am
sure that you will find this to be an interesting expex*ience.
The opinionnaire is single and requires merely your check in a blank
space. Since we only want first and immediate reaction-responses^ you will
not have to spend much time in concentrated thought. The self-addressed
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Conqpletion time - lii minutes
STUDY ON NON-GRADUATING STUDENTS




University entered since Atlanta University
PART I
A. Reasons for Coining to Atlanta University
Some of the reasons students give for going to a xiniversity are
listed below. Looking back to the period before you entered Atlanta Uni¬
versity, show the relative degree of inportance each of the reasons listed
below had in influencing your decision to attend Atlanta University. After
each statement write the appropxlate code symbol in Column A. Some find it
easier to go through the statements and mark all of the 0'a first, then the
I's, and so on. Do it the way it is easiest for you.
Itegree or Level of Inportance
Try to record your reacid-ons, not according to vhat you consider now
to be "good" reasons, but according to vdiat you feel were your reasons at
the time you decided to come to Atlanta University. Add aiqr you wish.
You will find instructions for Column B when you come to the end of
the section.










Column A Column B
1. I felt a graduate degree was necessary for the
kind of work I wanted to do




3. l^y parents insisted on ray going to graduate
school
U. Most of ny friends were going to graduate
school
1 had a coB^)elling interest in one particular
area of education idiich I wanted to continue
to specialize, namely:
6. I wanted to prepare myself for a better pay¬
ing job than I would ottierwise be able to get
7. I hoped to acquire some qualifications for
leadership in civic affairs
8. I hoped to make many new friends in graduate
school.
9. It had always been expected that I wovild go
to graduate school
10, The persons I respected most in ity community
had gone to graduate school
11, I had serious intellectual curiosities which
only graduate study coTild satisfy,.........
12, I felt I could live an easier life if I had
a graduate education.....
13* I felt graduate acquaintances and contacts
would prove advantageous in finding a posi¬
tion after graduation.
II4,, I thou^t a graduate education would enable
me to be more influential in community
affairs
15. I thought that graduate school would be a
good place to meet the type of person I*d
like to mairry
16, I enjoyed stuc^ying and wanted to continue
academic work .,,,.




Instructions for use of Coltunn B
Please go back over the reasons and write the code nuniber 0, 1, 2,
or 3j to show how you now r^te the ij«5)ortance of each reason as a motive
for going to graduate school.
B. Reactions to Atlanta University Experiences
The statements in this section refer to certain facilities and services
provided at Atlanta University. An attenpt is being made in this study to
get realistic appraisals by students themselves of their experiences vdiile
at Atlanta University. We are interested in appraising reactions of stu¬
dents who have withdrawn from Atlanta University. Since you have requested
a transcript from Atlanta University to another university or college, we
are desirous of securing your reactions. Please record your reactions to
Atlanta University below, as follows:
Degree or Level of Satisfaction
Code





University Facilities and Services1.Services of ny faculty adviser in helping me select my
first term courses
Code Symbol
2. Teaching abilities of my instructors
3. Assistance from university officials in receiving part-
time enployment
U. Opportunity to have private conferences with instructors
on academic questions stemming from course work
5. Opportunity to have pilvate conferences with instructors
on personal questions stemming from university life in
general.
6. Opportunity for informal social contacts with faculty
members..............
7. Opportunity to consult from time to time with major
professor
8. Quality of help usually available from major
professor...
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9» Opportunity to secure adequate housing
10, SeanrLces and facilities of library
U. Opportunity for informal social contacts with
students
12. Assistance from the academic dean on problems related
to course work........
13. Availability of courses and facilities for training
in my major field
lU* Degree of emphasis in the university on intellectual
and cultural pursuits outside of the classroom........
15. Opportunity to receive help on important spiritual and
moral problems
16. Opportxmity to compete for scholarship aid
17. Study conditions in the library...
18. Study conditions in my room
19. Ability of instructors to set forth clear-cut and
interesting course objectives
20. Recreational facilities on campus...
21. Services of the Bursar’s Office.
22. Services of the Registrar’s Office
Other (write in)
PART II — Student Report Form
1. If you transferred to another college or university, give -Uie date of






2* What criticisnis or gripes do you have about Atlanta University?
Degree or Level of laqjortanoe
Code
Of no iiEportance, or does not apply (0)
Of slight importance (1)
Of moderate im^portance (2)
Of great importance (3)
Reason for Transfer
Code Syinbol
1. ^ learning interests changed,...
2. I wished to attend a less expensive institution
3. Ify grades were too low to continue....,
U. I did not want to write a thesis.,
I could not pass the English Fundamentals.,
6, I could not pass the foreign language requirement
7, I wanted to be nearer my home town
___________
8, I was generally dissatisfied
9, I was not interested in what I was studying
Other (write in)
